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SICSIC: They only come out at night
Editor's note: Photo Editor Dave
Ryan and staff reporter Terry
Potosnak accompanied SICSIC during
one of their adventures earlier this
week.
The rusty blue van pulled into the
parking lot precisely at midnight
Wednesday. Signs hung on the van's
side positively identified it as the
SICSIC Mobile One read. "SICSIC sez:
This is our ride." and spirited shouts
from the riders inside left little doubt.

Soon, six men with rubber Halloween
masks and stocking caps taped
securely to their heads welcomed us
into the van. It was dingy and dark and
the outrageous masks lent a mystical
aura to the chilly October night.
There was no time for hesitation as
the standard shift van jerked quickly
into drive and sped through city streets
and University lanes.
AFTER WHAT SEEMED like
seconds, we were parked at the loading

dock of the Student Services Building.
With lightning speed, the masked
men in their baggy mechanic's jumpsuits poured out of the van and clambered to its hood.
Perched atop one another's shoulders
and working at incredible speed, a
crudely painted sign was posted
reading, "SICSIC sez: 2 of us need
jobs."
We were hurried back into the van
and headed toward Memorial Hall
amid beeps of the hom and shouts to

passersby where signs reading.
"SICSIC sez: Smash the Flashes,"
"Keep Palmo at 1,000" and "See
Chicago," were hung.
Then Hayes and University halls also
were donned with similar SICSIC
momentos.
But SICSIC passed by the University
Union, formerly the group's favorite
sign posting place.
"We can't hang them (the signs I
there because the Union is too lazy to
take the tape off (the windows I, but

we're fighting that right now," said one
of the men who refer to each other only
by numbers in the presence of others.
"They're just too lazy."
There was no time to eulogize the
Unio as SICSIC dashed off to Harshman-Dungar, whose identifying sign
instantly was covered with the
message, "SICSIC sez: When are we
invited toDunbar?"
SLEEPY RESIDENTS came to the
windows upon hearing the shouts and

whistles of SICSIC members who tossed
"Go Falcons" buttons while attempting
to converse with the bewildered
women
The response was not enthusiastic,
though Most women shook their heads
and closed the windows until someone
cried, "Gross!" when she saw the
mysterious guests
Even fraternity row was not spared
by SICSIC, who quickly worked at
posting signs there
"Dangerous areas, the fraternities,"
said one SICSIC member "They've
tried to get the masks off "
But no one yet has succeeded, he
added
After a rapid stop at the intramural
field, where SICSIC draped a soccer
goal with still another sign, the group
visited McDonald's. 1470 E. Wooster
St., passing out buttons and balloons to
employees and patrons.
THEY DROPPED US off in front of
the Administration Building at about
12:45 and posed for some last pictures
Although one night may be over for
SICSIC. it surely won't be the last
SICSIC said it goes "Painting and
hanging" every week and it has been at
it for a longtime.
Robert D. Mazur, professor of art and
adviser to the group, said that SICSIC
has been active "unbroken" since 1946.
Dr. Frank Prout, former University
president, felt a "need for simple, plain
spirit" but desired a "different way of
doing it," explained Tim Smith, former
SICSIC adviser who is employed by
Wood County
Prout called two seniors into his
office and told them to promote spirit in
an anonymous way and SICSIC was
born. Smith said.
Now. the group is composed of two
sophomores, two Juniors and two
seniors who remain anonymous until
the end of their senior year. Smith said

NewsphoJo by Dave R yan
Who are these masked men? SICSIC, a club formed to anonymously promote spirit on campus,
has been active since 1*46. Few are spared SICSIC's midnight visits as is shown by il.nr many
signs around the University.

IF ONE'S IDENTITY is revealed, a
new member is chosen post haste, he
said adding that there hasn't been
much trouble with members being
unmasked.

Commission reviews intersection
By Tom Smith
SUff Reporter

Voter registration
nets 4,000 increase
Nearly 4,000 new voters have
registered in Wood County, according
to Constance Hillard, director of the
Board of Elections.
She said county voters now number
between 49,000 and 30,000. Registration
ended Sunday. The exact total is not
known because the registration cards
are being processed, she said.
Hillard said voters not registered in
Wood County still can vote by absentee
ballot through their home county.
University students can write to their
board of elections and request an absentee ballot explaining that they will
be attending classes and unable to vote
at home.

HILLARD SAID her office has absentee ballot applications which can be
mailed to the board. The office, located
in the Wood County Office Building,
Court House Square, also can supply
addresses for all other 87 county boards
of election.
Ohio law requires the board of
elections to mail or process requests by
noon, Nov. 4, she explained, The absentee voter also is required to have the
ballot returned to the board by 7 p.m.
election day.
Although it is not a practice in Wood
County, some boards of election are
open Saturday mornings.

Inside the News
ENTERTAINMENT: Previews and reviews of the entertainment
world are featured on Pages i and 7.
SPORTS: A preview of this weekend's Falcon football game and
the News staff football forecast is on Page I*. More sports are on
Page*.

Weather

HighS7F(l4C)
Low 42F (tCl
M percent chance of ram

The traffic snarls at North Main
Street, East and West Poe roads may
be a thing of the past if one of the three
plans presented to the Bowling Green
Traffic Commission is implemented.
The intersection requires a "jog" for
traffic staying on Poe Road. Commission Chairman Howard Rutter said
the plans allow two-directional traffic
rather than one direction under the
present traffic light arangement.
The plans hopefully will end much of
the congestion and number of accidents
there, Rutter added.
TWO OF THE THREE alternatives

being considered would create a continuous turn lane with out stopping for
cars heading south on North Main
Street and turning west onto Poe Road.
Under these plans, an island would be
formed separating the east- and westbound traffic at the intersection on
West Poe Road.
The other option would create a fourway intersection of the roads
Rutter said all three plans hinge on
whether the city buys the former
greenhouse on North Main Street
owned by Harold Milnor. Under all
plans, the city would use a portion of the
land to create the new intersection. He
said the east-west traffic gradually
would be guided to West Poe Road.

SOME CONCERN was expressed at
the meeting that under the continuous
turn plan, it would not be possible to
turn into the Sohio station from West
Poe Road.
Because the group lacked a quorum,
no format recommedation was made on
any option. Rutter did say they informally favored the island.

construction costs and sources of
funding and make a recommendation to
City Council at the Nov 8 meeting
Rutter attributed the cause of the
intersection's heavy traffic congestion
to traffic going to the high school on Poe
Road, to the industrial park on North
Main Street and the heavy construction
of housing on the town's west side

The commission authorized the
Milnor property to be appraised to
determine a purchase price. Rutter
said the appraised should be completed
by the next meeting.

RUTTER SAID the problem of the
jog in the streets has existed for a long
time because the Sunoco station and
greenhouse obstructed any effort to
construct a new intersection He said
the city had no desire to cause business
to close and change location. Milnor's
greenhouse now is vacant, he said.

Rutter said the city administration
will examine the appraisal price.

Local citizens not afraid of Friday the 13th
ByJohnLammers
Wire Editor
Bowling Green citizens are giving
Friday the 13th a collective raspberry.
Life will go on as usual today for
moit persons-or so they say.
A worker at Bowling Green Mirror
and Glass 123 S. Church St., said be
will not worry about breaking a
mirror today. "We break so many
that if we ever worried about it we'd
have a nervous breakdown." he
said.
Neither animal hspital in town
said it was concerned about black
cats in its waiting room.
University students also regard all
of the mythology as a bunch of
voodoo doo-doo.
Julie Francisco said it is not
unlucky for that her telephone
number is 372-1313. "Thirteen's a
good number for me," she said.
laughing in the face of sorceryi
Bob Richey, who lives inapartment 13 of the Forrest Apartment!.
853 Napoleon Rd , however, was not
quite sure.
"I hadn't really noticed it until you
mentioned It," he said. "But it
wasn't until I moved into this
apartment that my car started
screwing up."

To further complicate the
mystery, as he was talking on it
Richey's telephone fell to the floor,
"rendering it useless," he said.
According to Dr. Ralph A. Brauer,
assistant professor of popular
culture, the traditional superstitions, like the fear of Friday the
13h, are fading out.
"They don't seem universal.

Everybody has an individual one,"
he said. "Everybody has a lucky
something."
He said the "in" superstitions are
rituals and good luck charms.
"Everybody is superstitious about
taking tests. I used to have a thing
about a certain pen," he said
Brauer said superstitions "fit into

Ncwsphoto by Dave Ryan
NEITHER ANIMAL HOSPITAL In the city Is concerned about black cats
appearing In the wilting room bat resident- better beware of Friday the 13th.
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the cracks of people's minds
Superstitions tend to crop up in
areas of uncertainty."
Dr. Ray B. Browne, professor and
chairman of popular culture, called
superstitions, "one constant in an
inconstant world.'
Both said that being superstitious
does not qualify one as an idiot, and
at one time there is some basis for
most beliefs.
According to "A Treasury of
American Superstitions" by Claudia
De Lys, there is a fossilized basis for
the Friday the 13th superstitions
It said Friday was the day of Eve's
tempting Adam, the Great Flood
and the death of Jesus
The custom of the unlucky 13
supposedly can be blamed on the
Hindus, who believed it was unlucky
for 13 persons to sit together, which
certainly is the case if you are a
couple of chairs short.
The myth is perpetuated by some
really terrible things that have
happened on the day.
On Friday, Dec. 13, 1957, an
earthquake killed 2,000 in Iran.
When a cyclone hit Bangladesh on
Friday, Nov. 13,1970, it was unlucky
for the 300.000 persons killed.
On Jan 13, 1978, the last Friday
the 13th, Sen. Hubert Humphrey
died

speaking out

apollo lanterini: an inside look at his works
Editor'! Note: A translation by the
author will appear next week in caie
you didn't understand this one.
Apollo Lanterini. that great Italian
thinker and writer, is gone from BG.
now but his name lives on. Unfortunately this liberal 19th century
thinker is being unjustly crucified by
some.
I am, referring to the obliquitous.
malific movement on campus to
ridicule, to subvert, to corrode the
shinning beacon of vision and verocity
of the wit and wisdom of the now
departed Apollo Lanterini.
IT ALL BEGAN, or at least my part
in uncovering this nefarious affair, last
winter outside University Hall. It Is
incredulous to me to think that but for
the coincidence of having a class
assigned at the precise time, that
valuable, even irreplaceable

Rick
Burgess
macrologhy was being defenestrated,
all of the following epistle would have
been impossible and the world would
have lost the works of a genius.
As I walked past University Hall
Apollo Lanterini was unceremoniously
dumped on his ass: he was literally
flung from-we first floor to face the
frozen flatness of Bowling Green. A
female's voice yelled at him: "Listen
Lanterini. give me mediocre stories
daily instead)of a gem once a month. I
need quantity, not quality."
Poor Apollo was downtrodden. He

slowly picked himself up off his now
printed. By whom I do not know, for
frozen hind-quarters and, forgetting his
certainly no mortal I know of could,
achievements in prose, proceeded to with impunity, desecrate those golden
limp away (not without some effort and
words under the guise of personel taste
discomfort). Here was a person treated or propriety. I discovered a story
entitled' The Mouse that Roared."
cruely by the world.
I PROCEEDED to the barrel of trash
I remember Apollo's story as It had
and prose and retrieved the Lanterini
been printed, detailing his close enlibrary. What mortals throw away as
counters and thrilling adventures with
trash, gods know as art. The words
a mouse in his apartment.
flowed like nectar: papagraphs of
Imagine my incongruity when I
ambrosia lept from the pages engulfing
discovered the real story. Along with
me in etymological ecstasy; pages of
this valuable piece of evidence I found
prose of unwordly consequence conthe, until now thought lost, diaries of
sumed me.
Lanterini. To demonstrate the stature,
Upon reading I noticed something
the sublimity, the depth of character of
sinister, something that made me
this giant scorned by many, I quote
shudder. It became clear to me-I had from his personel log: "Dear Diary-I
conclusive proof that the great literary almost broke my promise today. A fat
works of Apollo Lanterini were not woman fell on her keaster outside my
printed as written. Someone or some dwelling, and when she attempted to
fifth column organization was tam- rise she slipped on her ass again. I
pering with the texts before they were wanted to yelj you can't walk on your

opinion

behind lady, but I managed to control
the urge; I have still been faithful to my
pledge. When Ozzie Nelson died three
years ago I vowed not to say or write
anything humorous for five years; so
far I've kept my promise.''
HIS STORY about the "Mouse that
Roared" demonstrates this self-same
integrity he has managed to maintain
even under the most unseemly of
handicaps. I present the story as Apollo
Intended It in Its entirety:
We knew something was amiss when
Thad, my roommate noticed his ounce
was missing. "Thaddeus." I asked,
"why are you so sad? "
"It's the ounce my parents bought
me-it's gone." he said dejectedly.
"Your parents buy your stash for
you?" I asked.
"Well they do send me $35.00 every
month. So I make a little purchase with
it."

"But Thaddeus, my boy," I enjoined,
"where has it gone? "
"Well Apollo," he replied
menacingly, "either its you or we have
a mouse problem.''
KNOWING THAD was a black-belt in
karate, I immediately went out and
purchased several mousetraps (to no
avail).
The next day I found a note from a
mouse informing me that Thad was
being held for ransom. The mouse
wanted another ounce or Thad was to
be eaten alive by several of the mouse's
relatives and close friends. I made the
mouse an offer he couldn't refuse. I
now have no roommate, but the mouse
doesn't bother me at all. As a matter of
fact we've gotten rather close. The
mouse agreed to barbecue Thad at his
annual family get-together.
Rick Burgess Is AsslsUnt Copy
Editor of the News.

'judgment is founded on truth...'

apathy could kill speaking out
a valuable service trivial things are important, too
There is only one roadblock remaining in the reopening of the Escort Servicevolunteers.
At the present time, there are only 15 persons working on the escort service.
This is not enough to work the entire campus nnd more volunteers are needed for
the system The News believes it is time students start caring about their fellow
students and help out.
The system is asking for volunteers. Originally, the criminal justice majors
were to be used but this idea fizzled out. Thus, the opportunity to help must be
opened to the entire campus. The service is asking for only one night of your time
for only a few hours at a time.
It has been proven that the service has cut down on the number of rapes and
assaults on campus. This alone should be enough to stir any male or female on
campus to help out. It is not a comforting thought to know that your girl friend or
roommate may be walking alone at night when there is a possibility of assault.
The service has had its problems in the past, but this one above all needs attention. The lack of volunteers means that the service may be discontinued. This
would be a definite loss to the campus The News believes that this service is very
necessary and should not be discontinued
Students now should start caringflbdut their fellow students and help out.
The service is very valuable and to see it thrown out because of lack of interest
would be a severe blow to the campus.
Contact the Student Government Association (SGA) to be soreened and interviewed Then you can become an escort or dispatcher for the service.

Letters
law society
Students with the ambition and
determination to forge onto Law School
and those with just an interest in furthering their knowledge in the law and
legal profession have a unique opportunity on this campus-the Law
Society.
For over seventeen years the Law
Society has been functioning
specifically for the legal enlightenment
of students, graduate and undergraduate alike. The purpose is to
offer any student who is of any major,
or degree program, an opportunity to
learn about the responsibilties, skills
and nature of the law profession and
legal habitat through programs, activities, lectures, and other informative

media.
In the past, the Society to meet these
goals, has presented such notable
speakers as the late Chief Justice
O'Neil of the Ohio Supreme Court, some
prominent criminal attorneys from
Toledo, and Mr. Chuck Kurfess, the
Minority Whip of the Ohio House of
Representatives.
By providing
speakers and events, the Law Society
promotes a well-rounded exposure to
the law. Just last year the Society
sponsored visits from eleven different
law schools. Programs included a tour
of the University of Toledo Law School,
a speech on International Law by
Dr Richard Edwards. Professor of Law
at the University of Toledo. Members
also served as jurors in a mock trial
sponsored by the Wood County bar
association.
Membership is bound only by those
who kindle a curiosity, an interest in the

When I first arrived at this esteemed
institute of higher learning, I was a
wide-eyed freshman who had never
ventured far from home. I came with
dreams of making the dean's list first
term and staying up to all hours
studying diligently like a good student
should. Unfortunately, when I got here,
there were a lot of things that I expected to see but to my surprise, did not
find. Perhaps the most prominent thing
that I noticed was the lack of pencil
sharpeners around campus. As an avid
pencil user, I was at a loss for a pencil
sharpener to use and thus found myself
upapreverbialcreek.
It is an interesting feeling to be sitting
comfortably in history class and break
your pencil, which happens to be the
only thing that you have with you This
of course leaves you with noway to take

legal profession and the law. Dues are
inexpensive for academic year ($7.00)
and among the lowest compared to dues
charged by other student organizations
Our first meeting of the year be
Tuesday evening, October 17. to be held
in B.A. 113 at 7:30 p.m. Elections for
this academic year are to head the
agenda. Postitions available are
President, Vice President, Treasurer,
and Secretary to be eligible to vote as
well as run for an office dues must be
paid just prior to elections.
If your goal is law school, the Law
Society offers a chance to refine your
personal aim in what area of law that
interests you through meeting and
talking with the speakers. The potential
of the Society is great and the gain
tremendous for those who participate.
I invite all students who's facination
of law leaves them with a hunger to
learn more about it, to take part in the

Dan
Oisen
notes and thus you get somewhat
behind. Quite a problem.
AT THE PRESENT TIME, I know of
only four pencil sharpeners around
campus. One is in my dorm, hidden in a
janitor's room, two are in the News
office, although there are never any
copy pencils to sharpen and there is one
in the library. Now why anyone would
sharpen their pencil in the library is
beyond me. Perhaps this could be a
project for the Consumer Union to look

Law Society this year, not only to benfit
yourself, but the Soceity and the
University it represents.
MkhaelJay MalnwoM

good idea
I was surprised as everyone else was,
to read in the BG News that eigth
thousand Green Sheets were stolen last
weekend. Plainly, it was an illegal act.
But rather than describe the incident as
an "immature and childish crime," I
would say it gave rise to a serious idea
that ought to be considered.
As the News stated in its editorial,
"the Green Sheet is the only means of
letting the students know about upcoming meetings and activities." This
was clearly disproved by turning to

t»to«f*>iNc}raN sn*

Into because students are definitely
getting screwed by the lack of sharpeners around campus.
Another thing that I noticed missing
around campus is chalk. As I sat in one
of my classes the other day, I watched
my prof go slightly agog as he frantically looked around the room for a
piece of chalk to write with. Now why in
the world would there be a loss of
chalk? All classes have chalk, or are
supposed to, so why the looking
around? I wonder if there is a black
market for chalk.
It Is interesting to see a normally
stoic and proper prof*as$r go into
frantic His as be looks around for
something to write with.
Such is not the case in my history
class. My Professor has two grad
students that help him and must

page seven of the same October 10th
issue and seeing the re-printed Green
Sheet with all needed information. My
friends and I were thinking about this
and realized that the reprinting of the
Green Sheet In the BG News was not a
bad idea to do all the time I think that
the Green Sheet would be an excellent
insert for the News or as a regular
newspaper page. It could be put in with
each Friday's issue listing that

complete a certain amount of tasks
before the prof comes to class. (He Is
usually late). So that is one prof who is
assured of having enough chalk
because without it the grad assistants
would be in trouble.
I realize that as a freshman, I should
not be critizing the campus that will be
educating me for the next four years.
However, I do not think of this as
criticism-only the mere pointing out of
some things that I would normally
associate with an institute of learning.
Bowling Green is a fine school and has
fine facilities, although some things are
missing.. But'fbese (hinfpdare fftvia
compared to the assets Iff carfipus
living.
Dan Olsen Is Assistant Editorial
Editor for the News.

weekend and the uncoming week's
events.
Also stated in the News was that the
"value of the stolen materials was
estimated at $4O0-$SO0." Reaching
further, this amount of money could be
saved by the organizations each week!!
Think about it.
Alex McDonald
Ml Kohl Hall

let's hear from you
The News welcomes reader response to editorial comment as well as opinions
on topics of student interest, in the form of letters to the editor and guest
columns.
All correspondence should be typewritten and triple-spaced. Only those
letters and columns signed and listing the author's address and phone number
for verification will be accepted.
Letters to the editor may not exceed 300 words (30 typed lines). Columns are
not to be more than 60 typed lines.
The News reserves the right to reject letters or portions of letters that are
deemed in bad taste or malicious.
Correspondence may be sent to: Editorial Editor, The BG News, 106
Unlver1tvH.il
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Varied Homecoming events planned
ByDenlseSakal

Schools across the country
engage in traditional
Homecoming activities and
the University is no exception. This year's theme,
"Spirits, Past and Present,"
seems appopriate with
Homecoming falling on Oct.
28, three days before
Halloween.
The festivities will begin

Oct. 26 with the annual snake
dance, according to Darlene
Tardif, graduate assistant in
student activities and advisor for the publicity
committee.
The dance, which is in its
fourth year here, will start at
7 p.m. in front of the Union
and end at the Forum,
Student Services Bldg.
Students again will attempt to break the Guiness

world record for the longest
snake dance, Tardif said,
The University set a record
three years ago when more
than 3,000 persons participated, but it has been
broken.
Students also can take
advantage of bargains at the
Moonlight Madness sale
sponsored by Bowling Green
merchants from 7-11 p.m.,
Tardif said.

A "Yell like Hell" contest
will blast off at 7:30 p.m. to
"promote spirit and get
people psyched for
Homecoming," Tardif said.
Any group may enter the
contest and present three
original cheers about
homecoming or Halloween,
she said.
Dr. Richard Eakin, vice
provost for student affairs,
and alumni, faculty and

SGA loses one, gains two senators
By Cynthia Lelse
Staff Reporter
The Student Government
Association (SGA) lost one
senator and gained two more
at its meeting Wednesday
night.
Michael Poock, senator for
the Offenhauer dormitories,
said he was resigning his
post because he is preparing

for an internship next
quarter. However, he agreed
to serve another week until a
replacement can be chosen.
The two new senators are
Dana
Kortokrax,
representing
Founders
Quadrangle, and Llndsey
Phillips, representing
Kreischer-Ashley
and
Batchelder dormitories.
They are replacing senators

who resigned or were unable
to take their offices.
IN OTHER ACTION. Voll
said he is preparing a survey
to pinpoint difficulties with
mailboxes for off-campus
students. He said he took a
tour of the 208 Moseley Hall
mailbox location and was
"shocked" at their poor
usage by students.
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FRIDAY 9-12 •*
^ Coffeehouse J
Local Talent
*
50*
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12:00
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"Reefer
*
Madness"
*
i
*
* Saturday 9-1
* DISCO 50«
I.D. Required

1977 Custom Built Sports Car. 1500 Miles,
New Condition, Tuned exhaust, Mag
Wheels, Stereo, Heater, Defroster. Speed
combined with terrific Gas mileage.
Orange Flake Color.
927 Fairview Ave.
Bowling Green, Ohio

Voll said validation cards,
handbooks and other
materials still are in many
mailboxes, which he said
indicates that some students
have not even gone to their
mailboxes once.
Voll also said he is
displeased with the attendance and performance
of Union Activities
Organization
(UAO)
director-at-large
Bill
Yavorski and SGA State and
Community Affairs director
Steve Hook. He said "action
would be taken" if they did
not work harder, but
declined yesterday to
describe that action.
SGA COLLECTED surveys given to about 1,200
students on the quality of
residence life and academics
to determine what action
should be taken. The portion
of the survey on residence
life was prepared by the
Resident
Student
Association (RSA).
In other action, SGA
senators were asked to
recruit at least one escort or
dispatcher for the escort
system, which is to reopen
Monday.
John C. Bell, coordinator
of the service, said the
service needs a lot of
workers and asked for
volunters. A screening
committee is interviewing
applicants this week and
Bell said interested persons
can call SGA for an interview

commuter representatives
will judge contestants on
loudness, measured on a
decible meter, and
creativity Tradif said.
The winning group will
perform the cheer at
Saturday's game against
Central Michigan. The
contest will be followed by a
pep rally at 8:30 p.m.. Tardif
said.
From 9-11 p.m. the
Warrens will lecture about
the ghost world in the Grand
Ballroom, Union, and buses
will leave for the Jaycee's
Haunted House at Wood
County fairgrounds after
that
A parade featuring a hobo
band.
Homecoming
representatives and floats
will begin at 10 a.m. at the
WBGU-TV station, march
through campus and end at
Doyt L. Perry stadium.
During the football game's
half-time festivities, banner
contest winners will be
selected
and
one
representative will be
presented an outstanding
achiever award
Traditionally, Homecoming meant the crowning of a
king and queen, but
"because of federal
regulation, we can't
discriminate in choosing a
male or female," Tardif
explained.
A
Homecoming

Inral hrigfs

Furniture workshop

representative must be a
senior, complete a detailed
application and be interviewed by a faculty
member, a football coach
and a member of the elections and opinions board,
Tardif said. Any student
may vote in the election held
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Oct. 24
in the Dogwood Suite, Union.

The Center for Continued Learning will hold a workshop
on "Periods of Furniture in the American Home" at 7
p.m. Tuesday. There will be a $3 fee for the workshop,
which will be held at the center, 194 S Main St

Collective bargaining
The Association of University Professors will meet to
discuss collective bargaining at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in 105
South Hall.

Parachute trip

This year, students from
Central Michigan will toss a
football more than 200 miles
in a relay to the University,
Tardif said.
The final activity will be
"Spooktacular," a costume
ball including a sound
system and contests.
"We recommend that
students wear a costume to
promote spirit," Tardif said.
Applications
for
Homecoming
representatives, the "Yell like Hell"
and float and banner contest
are available in the Student
Activities Office, 405 Student
Services Building.

Union Activities Organization I UAO) is sponsoring a
parachute trip to Mt. Gilead Oct. 22. A $5 fee must be paid
at sign-up and the remaining $35, which covers the cost of
five hours of jump school, parachute rental and the first
jump, is to be paid up on arrival in Mt Gilead.

ONE DAY
you'll find
December feels
like June.

knonday
madness

MAKE THAT DAY COME SOON
with an ArtCarved diamond ring. Styling
you never dreamed possible.
Quality unsurpassed.
And guaranteed for
a lifetime.

Look for ad in
this paper*
It's Madness'

ATO lil Sis'

Rush

/IRTQIRVED

Monday October 16
Wednesday

America's master jeweler for
engagement and wedding rings.

Mills Jeweler's
192 S. Main
Mini Mall

October 18

Your United-Way> Pledge Works For All of Us
Ovtr 90 Community Chest tndRtd Crof Strvict Ctnttrs
Una Your Ftlr Shtrt Support

RECORDS
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HOMECOMING 1978
This Year's Theme Is
"SPIRITS, PAST and PRESENT"

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

TAPES

8:00 Bookstore Forum
Party

#

2:30 Happy Hours
7-11 Moonlight
Madness
7:30 "Yell Like Hell"
Pep Rally
9-11 Warren Ghost
Chasers
11-1 Haunted House

10-12 Homecoming
Parade
1:00 B.G.S.U. vs.
C.M.U.
Homecoming Rep's
Presented
9-1 "Spooktacular"
Costume Ball

No motler if you boost Bobcoti or Tigers, cheer
on Falcons or (ogles, root for Royals or
Knights, applaud the Raiders or Flyers,
or yell for the Yellow Jackets or Bulldogs,
you hove to ogree . .

Our line-up
is hard
to beat! '
Delicious solods. subs I pino ot both our locations — with free
delivery Plus losogna. spaghetti I stuffed shells ot Poglkn s
South' Why not try us offer your ne«t gome'

FogliaPs
SOUTH

EAST

«4SS Main 353 7571

440 E Court 1M 1SW
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presents
with

128 N. MAIN ST.

•easier

ONLY...
7:00 Snake Dance

the other

$4a99

E. WOOSTER
across from Harshman

—MOTOWN— A

MOTOW

RARE EARTH
Grand Slam

ONLY...

$4a99

PLUS
HUNDREDS MORE!

PLUS
HUNDREDS MORE!
.J

* i

fr&#C
ONLY...

ONLY...

$4a99

$4a99

PLUS
HUNDREDS MORE!

PLUS
HUNDREDS MORE!
New Grover!

New Diana Ross!

...ALONG WITH THE LARGEST INVENTORY IN B.G.
WITH THE BEST SELECTIONS OF LP'S —
8 TRACKS — CASSETTES — BLANK TAPES —
CONCERT TICKETS — RECORD ACCESSORIES

OPENV
(both locations)

DAYS A
WEEK

MON-SAT 9am-10pm
SUNDAYS 12-7:30pm
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Self-discipline not hard for vets
you're not the only John Doe."

By Paula Window
SUft Reporter
Matt Kerns, 21, ia older than moat
University freshmen
The age gap la not because Kerns
graduated from high school later than
usual or because he worked for a few
years before enrolling at the University.
Kerns decided to further his
education after serving three years in
the U.S. Army at Ford Ord, Cat.
He is one of about 280 veterans of the
U.S. armed services at the University
who decided to try college life after
coping with fatigues, barracks and
superior officers
IT MIGHT SEEM that the veterans'
military experience would make them
misfits on campus. But several
veterans said they think they are better
prepared for college than most
freshmen who enroll immediately after
high school.
"If I would have come here right
after high school I would have just
goofed off," Kerns said.
Kerns said he views his years in
service, including work as a flight
operations coordinator, as a maturing
process.
"It (the service) makes you think
that's what life's all about," he explained. "You get your nose rubbed in
the poop a few times and you realize

BECAU8E OF THE strict regimen of
early morning reveille and basic
training, the business major said he
feels he can handle the stress of college
life easier than most freshmen.
"They're going to have a rude
awakening," he said.
Still, Kerns said his background may
have caused him to treat his
educational training too lightly. "I
found out last week that you've got to
crack the books. The same holds here
as in the Army-you've got to get out of
it what you put into it."

experience as a sailor hindered his
relationships with other students,
especially the men he lived with in
Conklln HaU.
"I didn't get Into some of the really
crazy thing some guys did. At first I
sort of looked down on them," he said.
"But after I got to know them, I sort of
blended in."
Since then, Blank said he has had few
other problems or .egrets resulting
from his veteran status. "The only
thing that I'm sorry about Is that I'll
just be starting my career in the
business world when other people are
younger," he explained. "But I think

"// / would have come here right after high
school, I would have just goofed off."
Doug A. Blank, 24, a senior public
relations major, echoed many of Kern's
comments. Blank served in the U.S.
Navy for four years until August, 1973.
Blank mentioned another way his
training helped facilitate his adjustment from boats to books.
"Everybody used to complain about the
food in the cafeteria," he said. "I used
to think it was pretty good (compared
to) the slop weate (in the Navy)."
BUT IN SOME ways Blank said his

it's going to be a help in the end."
The most important factor that
helped Blank weigh the aspects of
college after the Navy was the GI Bill,
he said.
"If it hadn't been for the GI Bill I
wouldn't be here. I'd probably still be
back in Warren, Ohio, selling cars,"
Blank mused.
Under the bill, veterans who enlisted
in the armed forces before Jan. 1,1977,
and served-at least 181 days are eligible

to receive 45 month* of full-time
educational benefits, as well as several
loans and work-study programs.
KERNS. WHO SAID he always had
planned to go to college, also mentioned
the armed forces' financial benefits.
"What better way Is there to let
someone else pay for it (college
education)?" he said.
The GI Bill also helped Dennis L.
Linn, 29, earn his master's of arts and
of fine arts degrees at the University
after serving four years in the U.S. Air
Force.
After graduating in 1972, from Ohio
University with a bachelor of fine aria
degree, Linn said he enlisted to avoid
being drafted into the Vietnam War in a
branch of service he would dislike.
THE MILITARY system has suited
Linn so well, that he now serves in the
Reserve Officers Training Corps
(ROTC) and will leave the University in
December as a second lieutenant.
UniUithen, Linn will work in the art
studio in his Bowling Green home on
projects such as those he now is
displaying the first floor gallery of the
Alumni Center.
Unlike Linn, University rookie Kerns
is not involved in ROTC. Despite his
words of appreciation for his Army
experiences, Kerns said he has had his
fill of crew cuts and mess halls and
prefers to concentrate on his studies.

<!p

Three charged with selling drugs
Three 25-year-old Mansfield men were arrested
Monday and charged with
trafficking drugs door-todoor in Bromfield dormitory
According to prosecuters
intern Bob West, David A.
Simpson, Frank T Wilkins
and Paris Jones face fourth
degree felony charges

punishable by six months to
five years in a state institution and-or a $2,500 fine.
Some students notified a
resident adviser who contacted Stone Two Campus
Safety and Security officers
and a city police officer
arrested the men who
allegedly possesed am-

pheta mines.

Bromfield hall director
Jim Stone called the event
an "unusual one" since the
men allegedly tried to sell
the drugs to anyone.
IF ANY OF the accused men
have a previous drug conviction, the crime becomes a
third degree felony with a
one - to 10 - year sentence

and-or a $5,000 fine.
The three men are being
held at the Wood County jail.
Bond is set at $10,000 for
Jones and Simpson and
$5,000 for Wilkins.

TO
PROTECT
THE UNBORN
AND THE
NEWBORN

A preliminary hearing is
scheduled for 10 a.m. this
morning in Bowling Green
Municipal Court.

interviews

Match your degree to our multitude of openings.
(US Citizenship required)

Degrees
Process and Plastics
Engineering
Computer Science
(Software/Hardware)

Microwave Development
Field Test Support
Logic Design
Optics Design -Thin Film
Coating
Environmental Design
Space Telecommunications
Infrared Reconnaissance
Thin/Thick Film Design
Fab Liaison Engineering
Test Equipment Design
NC Programming
Systems Analysis
Cryogenics-Heat Transfer
Manufacturing Supervision
Printed Wiring Board
Engineering
FAB Methods
Signal Processing

Production Control
Functional Manufacturing
Engineering
Project Manufacturing
Engineering Control
Digital/Analog Circuit Design
Thermal Analysis
Mechanical Packaging
Tool Design
Antenna Design
Laser Development
Radar Design
Computer Software
Assembly Methods
Computer-aided Design
Computer-aided Testing
Aerodynamics
Control Systems
Applied Mechanics
Quality and Reliability
Assurance

Manufacturing Information
Systems
Microprocessor Design
Minicomputer Applications
Mechanical Design
Automated Test Equipment
Manufacturing
Project-oriented
Manufacturing involving:
• Coordinating
Manufacturing
Schedule Commitments
• Cost-Control/Budget
Development
• Use of Real-Time
Computer Systems
Manufacturing Supervision
Assembly Methods
Fab Methods
Tool Design
NC Programming

Live in Dallas.
The South west's largest and liveliest metropolitan area.
Discover all the glitter and glamour, spectacular sport and high fashion Dallas is famous foryet an economical place to make a home. Cost of living is way below the urban' U.S. average. And
there's no state income tax. The country's 7th largest city has year-round sunshine plus lots of
lakes and facilities to enjoy it. Dallas and Surrounding area has 47 colleges, 50 hospitals, 2 major
medical education and research institutions, and a wealth of major media and entertainment.

7 05 S. Main

>J^ Weekend -ffe
Special
Bulky Sweaters
Asst. styles
^Button, Wrap-Zip
S.M.L.

FRI.-SAT.
reduced

Interviewing on Campus
October 17-18
I If unable to interview at this time, send resume to: Ruth Lodowski/Texas Instruments/P. O. Box
1226015, M.S. 222/Dallas.Texas 75266.

235 South 17th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215)732 6600

73-10-0422B
Approved by the American Bar Association.
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The Powder Puff

±

525 Ridge
1st Block West
of McDonald Dorms
*
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Lucky Steer Family Restaurants^
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You'll find it here
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••Good Food
•• Friendly Service
••Pleasant Atmosphere
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Serving Breakfast Daily
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

20%-30%

The

Institute
for
Paralegal
Training*
lining'

D

INCORPORATED
An equal opportunity employer M/h

Open 10-5:30
until 9 Friday

Wadnaiday. October 25

Openings
Engineering/Computer
Software/Hardware

WWW f ftttOY

After just three months of study at The
i Institute for Paralegal Training in
Philadelphia, you can have an exciting and rewarding
career in law or business—without law school.
At a lawyer's assistant you will be performing
i many of the duties traditionally handled
only by attorneys. And at The Institute for Paralegal
Training, you can pick one of seven different areas of
law lo study. Upon completion of your training. The
Institute's unique Placement Service will find you a
responsible arid challenging job in a law firm, bank or
corporation in the city of your choice.
The Institute for Paralegal Training is the
nation's first and most respected school for
paralegal training. Since 1970, weve placed over
2.500 graduates in over 85 cities nationwide.
If you're a senior of high academic standing
and looking for an above average career,
contact your placement office for an interview with
our representative.
We will visit your campus on:

for
Tl Equipment Group

Engineering Physics
Engineering Mechanics
Optics (Engineering)
Manufacturing Technology

from now until Oct. 30

A career in lawwithout law school

CamP"
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Industrial Engineering
Materials Science

10% off any Item in the Lobby

.I

\

5

Newsphoto by Frank Brelthaupt

DENNIS LINN, who displays art projects In the Alumni Center. Is
one of 260 veterans attending the University. Veterans Interviewed
said there were both good and bad points In joining the armed
forces before attending college.

6 A.M.- 11 A.M.
Store Hours
Sun.-Thurs. 6 A.M.-9PM

fi

Lucky Steer

Restaurants
Fri.&Sot. 6 A.M.-10 P.M.
D
D
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Entertainment
He's his own business
by Tim Race
Jeff Kerscher is a University student who has
gone into business for himself. In fact, he is the
business.
Kerscher, a 19-year-old composer, singer and
pianist currently is appearing Thursday, Friday
and Saturday nights at Howard Johnson's Shady
Lady Saloon. The sophomore business major, who
has just released a record, acts as his own
manager.
"Why should I pay a manager?" Kerscher asks.
"I can find my own places to play."
So far, he's been right. He played all last
summer in the lounge of Toledo's Commodore
Perry Hotel. And it was while playing there that
he got his contract for the Shady Lady.
HIS BARROOM act is largely a repertoire of
Billy Joel, Burton Cummings and Elton John
songs, along with his own compostitions. But for
the older set, he has to be prepared to perform
another genre.
"The older people always want Barry Manilow
or 'Feelings'." I prefer playing for the college
students. They like what I like to play. But in bars,
you've got to be ready to please everybody.

Newsphoto by Bill Gilmore
Jeff Kerscher. a sophomore business major, currently is performing Thursday. Friday and
Saturday evening! at Howard Johnson's Shady Lady Saloon in Bowling Green. The It-yearold composer, singer and pianist recently released a 45 rpm single record on the Black
Hawk Records label.

'Grease'soundfrack tops Billboard
Here are the top 10 albums as complied by
Billboard magazine.
1. "'Grease'Soundtrack"
2. "Who Are You" The Who
3. "Don't Look Back" Boston
4. "Living In The U.S.A." Linda Ronsladl
6. "Double Vision" Foreigner

6. "Live And More" Donna Summer
7. "Nightwatch" Kenny Loggins
8 "Twins Sons Of Different Mothers" Dan
Fogelberg and Tim Weisberg
9 "Some Girls" Rolling Stones
10. "Pieces Of Eight" Styx

"A person playing in a bar is there to entertain,
to make some noise, to attract customers. It's
business, not art. It's a commodity to be sold."
Selling includes knowing how to deal with
customers, such as last summer at the Perry
when a woman took the liberty of joining Kerscher
in song
"I WAS FREAKED, because I was new at this
But we finished it. Then she said, 'Hurry up, let's
do 'You Light Up My Life' before my boss leaves.'
We sang it, but I tried to stay between her and the

mike as much as possible."
Kerscher got the idea for a song from the hotel's
neighborhood, Toledo's Jefferson Avenue.
"1 wrote the song 'Jefferson Avenue,' which
sympathizes with the girls (prostitutes). There's a
Jefferson Avenue in every city," he said.
Kerscher recorded "Jefferson Avenue'" and his
"In My Song" at a Toledo studio. He has
distributed the 45 rpm record to local record
stores and area radio stations and says "Jefferson
Avenue" has been aired on WKIQ. WBGU and
WSPD.
No instant success, but not bad for a guy who
has only been serious about music for a few years.
Kerscher took piano lessons in grade school but
quit and didn't really play again until high school.
WHEN HE STARTED playing again, he learned
songs by listening to records and imitating the
styles of Joel, John, Cummings and others. In his
senior year, he joined a rock band, The Milo Wood
Band, playing the music of Queen, Kiss and Styx
"We were a real show band," Kerscher recalls
"We wore rubber masks and had lots of lights and
explosions."
After high school, he went from explosions to
gongs, by winning a local "Gong Show" sponsored
by the Maumee Holiday Inn
"One judge was drinking and gonging
everybody. But the other judges said I got gonged
toosoonso they let mekeepgoing. Allowed to play
all of "Piano Man" ungonged, Kerscher took first
prize - two free nights at the Inn.
He's been playing alone since this initial solo
performance. But despite his success as an entertainer - he supports himself and pays for
school through his work -- Kerscher feels his
strongest talent is song writing.

"I FEEL I can develop my own style within the
boundaries of what I think will be marketable,"
Kerscher explains. "If you're ever going to get
into recording at the national level, that's the
whole thing- what will sell."
Kerscher does have aspirations of going into
full-time recording . Although he denies that the
song is in any way autobiographical, his "Young
Man With a Dream" opens;
You were a young man like me
a boy of 19
with ambitions of fortune and fame.
Seems you practiced forever
just to be discovered.
You even changed your name.
What dream does Kerscher admit to?
"To be able to support myself with my music. To
get financial security from it. As far as the ego
thing of becoming a star? A lot of stars say fame
gets in the way. But then, it feels good to be applauded."
KERSCHER STRAPS a harmonica around his
neck, turns to the keys and renders his gong-showwinning version of "Piano Man."
When he's finished, the crowd is silent.
"The sounds of an empty barroom," Kerscher
mumbles into the mike. A few feeble claps. "How
about Barry Manilow-'" he asks The middle-aged
matron nods Kerscher does "Mandy."
Now the matron is "into it " "Anthony Newley,"
she pipes at the end of the song. "What Kind of
Fool Am I?'" she prompts, when Kerscher looks
puzzled.
"No.. I'm sorry...! don't know it," he says.
"How about'Feelings'?"
"Fine," says the matron.
He begins You gotta play what they want to
hear. It's a business

Ahh. the care package

Fri. Oct. 13-Union
1 Hit..,.2S«
5 Hits $1

from home.
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10 A.M. TO 5 P.M.

Proceeds to the American Heart Association
Sponsored by: Bill Her and Sons AAA Wrecking

Sandridge Rd.,

(BG Ph. 352-5291)

Mechanical Engineers...
Get an across-the-board look at
technology in the TI Equipment Group.
In the Equipment Group at Texas Instruments. Mechanical Engineers apply
mechanical engineering principles to the
design and fabrication of a broad range of
electromechanical systems to meet customer specifications.
Responsibility
In the Equipment Group at Texas Instruments, ME S are encouraged to take responsibility from the start. Your realm of
responsibility may include not only the
total mechanical integrity of a specified
segment of a system or the conceptual
design, but also the coordination of activities and resources to bring forth the realization of the design.
Variety
In the Equipment Group at Texas Instruments, ME S are part of a "Special Team"
■ involved in a variety of Job activities:
• Conceptual Design
• Heat Transfer Analysis
- Stress Analysis
• Mechanism Design
• Machine Design
• Vendor/Customer Interface
• Electro-Mechanical Package Integration
• Coordination of Design Activities
• Cost Reduction Design
• Proposal Writing
• Material Section
• Mechanical Component Selection
• Quality and Reliability Assurance
... and principal product and service
areas to choose from:
• Infrared Detecting Systems
• Missile Guidance and Control Systems
• Airborne & Ground-Based Computer
Systems
• Airborne Military Navigational & Tactical
Radar Systems
• Air Traffic Control Radar Systems
• In-House Production Automation and
Assembly Test Systems

•
•
•
•

Customer Depot Test Systems
Mechanical Engineering Lab
Environmental lest Lab
Mechanical Engineering Consulting
Services
Potential
TI offers potential for advancement by
upgrading your technical expertise
through company supported course work
and project experience.
Advancement into a supervisory/management role is encouraged through TI s
internal training programs by:
■ Increasing Coordinating Abilities and
Project Knowledge
• Enhancing Motivational Skills. Tact and
Diplomacy
• Upgrading Technical Knowledge
Environment
TI lets you show how good you are. If you
want a move-up environment, a place to
show what you can do. there's no place
like TI.
The TI Job Opportunity Bulletin, published weekly, lists openings at all Tl locations and gives TI people first crack at
them. You determine your career path.
You are needed right now. Our
|~~l o
project teams are seeking good
college graduates who can grab '
hold fast.

Interviewing on Campus
October 17-18
II unable to interview at this time, send
resume to: College Relations Administrator. Equipment Group/Texas Instruments/? O. Box 226015. M. S 222, Dallas. Texas 75266

Now comes Miller time

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

An equal opportunity employer M/F
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LASALLE-S
113th BIRTHDAY SALE
OUR BIGGEST EVENT OF THE YEAR
STAR*STUDDED WITH SAVINGS
$18.99

1 /3 off

Misses' Collection of
|Corduroy Coordinates

Casual Leather Bags

beaut if ul 14k gold earrings and chains
Now is the time to know the elegance of real
gold

reg. $25.00 - $32.00
small brief to large tote
earth tones, black

cowls, pullovers, turtlenecks
the styles you will wont for layering this fall
buy several at our low prices

Polyester Crepe De Chine
and Woven Polyester

brown and wheat
bush jackets, button front drindle skirts, pull-on
drindle skirts, belted pants

fall shirts and blouses
tunics, blouses, big shirts
regular price $27.00 - $30.00

1 /3 off

$39.99
Two Styles of
Leather Dress Boots

Sale
$7.99 to $10.99
6 Basic Fall Styles

Sale
$17.99 to $22.99

1 /3 off

0

7.99-13.99
Junior Basic Sweaters

Mix-Match
Fall Coordinates

solid turtlenecks
Sale $7.99
cowl necks many colors regulor $12.00

famous maker in pants, skirts, blazers, vests,
blouses
Junior Department

select from a hi-heel in brown, black
low-heel in brown, black
non-skid rubber soles.

Junior Striped Cowl-Neck Sweaters
ginger/rust, peach, grey/white/black
regular $18.00

LASALLE'S HAIR IN
Perm Special
Sale $20.00
***""

Sale $13.99
great fit 3 styles to choose
regular$18 $20.00

regular
$30.00
hair cut not included
good through 10/16 10.21

'

worm, comfortable thermal underwear for
the cold days ahead
tops and bottoms one low price

Shetland crewneck regular $20.00

Sale $1 2.99

Shetland cardigan regular $22.50

Sale $1 5.99

Shetland v-neck regular $20.00

Mens
Handsome Jackets of
Split Cowhide
combined with heavy acrylic knit
makes these perfect as jackets or sweaters
Regular prices S45.00-S40.00

Sale *29.~

built in 3 speed automatic record changer with
cueing lever, diamond styles and a hinged dust
cover

Norelco Dial-A-Brew
Coffeemaker
controls richness
orig $32.99
sale S24.99
mfg rebate $6.00

warm zip out lining
versatile 3/4 length
sizes 38 to 44

Sale $ 1 4.99

$8.99
Mens
Woven Cotten Flannel
Plaid Sport Shirts
long sleeve, comfortably worm
regular $14.00

with 8-track high performance portable AM'FM
radio with built-in
8 track tape player, big
speaker

Fabrics

$1.87 yd.

polyester interlock prints
polyester sweater knits/doubleknits
super suede, Arnel triacetate nylon
pinwale corduroy
interlock solids
velour knits
shiny disco knits

$40.00

AA^FM radio with built in cassetteployer
recorder, built in microphone, plus tone control

choose from cuffed hats, fringed scarfs
turned up cuff mittens
rust, brown, navy, camel, natural

solid and plaid winter mufflers
mohair finish oblongs and squares

1

fashion looks in 3 styles all with collars
and different stripings

Sale 2.99 to 5.99
Matching Hats, Scarfs
and Mittens

2 for 5.99

AQA
1— /"ACJAAi

$9.99
Mens
Our Best Selling
Acrylic Knit Shirts

Sanyo Radio
With Cassette

Sanyo Radio $40.00

YOUR LOW PRICE
$19.99
Hours: Monday-Thursday-Friday 9:45-9:00
Tuesday-Wednesday-Saturday 9:45-5:30
Sunday Noon-5:00

open notch collar or detachable bow style
regular $18.00

Sale $135.00
The Leather Coat You
Always Wanted

sav.si4o.oo

Fisher Stereo System
With a Built-in 8 Track
Tape Player/Recorder

Junior Polyester
Silk- Like Blouses
Sale $11.99

feature the soft feel and shorter fashion look of
today
many colors s.m.l.
regular $24.00

Mens Department
Save 29% to 35%
on Sweaters

Misses Thermal
Underwear
$3.99 ea.

SALE $260.00

Junior Fur Blend CowlNeck Sweaters
Sale $15.99

Junior Corduroy Pants

Sale 13.99

EZ * O
._ CD
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352-3565
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UAO to present'Coming
Preview by
Mary Beth Benley
UAO's movies this week,
"Coming Home" and "Fritz
the Cat," present us with two
typical plotlines, but the
films themselves are far
from usual.
In "Coming Home,"
starring Jona Fonda. Jon
Voight and Bruce Dern, the
classic Hollywood love
triangle is not so classic
when it involves a
paraplegic, a Marine, his
wife and the Vietnam War.
The film traces the story of
Sally Hyde (Fonda), a
standard-issue military wife
whose life changes
drastically when her
husband (Dern) leaves for
active duty in Vietnam.
FONDA
DUTIFULLY
volunteers at the local
Veterans Hospital, but the
pathetic condition of the
hospital and its patients
shows her a side of
American war she has never
before seen.
One of these patients turns
out to be one of her old high
school friends (Voight).
Once a football player, he is
now a violent paraplegic who
bitterly opposes the Vietnam
war.
As Fonda and Voight grow
closer, their extreme personalities level off. Voight's

violent outbursts fade, and
Fonda's consciousness about
Vietnam is raised as she
leaves the role of Marine
wife far behind.
They become lovers, and
director Hal Ashby forsakes
his Vietnam soapbox for the
moment to give us some nice
romantic shots. The sex
scene is fairly graphic, but it
neither minimizes nor
belabors Voight's problems
as a paraplegic.
VOIGHT AND FONDA'S
new life together is rather
idyllic, and it would be nice if
we could just forget about
Bruce Dern over there in
Vietnam.
But he does come back. He
left proud and confident, but
returns confused and
disillusioned and we feel for
him.
It is a powerful, heartrending scene when he
confronts Voight and Fonda
with the knowledge of their
affair. Dern's acting ability
and a fine script, by Waldo
Salt and Robert C. Jones,
move us to pity a man we
could easily hate.
THE SCREENPLAY is
excellent throughout most of
the film, but the abrupt
ending may leave some
viewers feeling cheated.
Personal conflicts are not
resolved in a totally

Air Force couple flies
together, stays together
CHANDLER. ARIZ. <AP>• -An Air Force couple at
. Williams Air Force Base
practices the adage
"families who fly together.
stay together."
Major Rich Engel and his
wife, Capt. Connie Engel,
both are instructors in the
97th Flying Training
Squadron.
I Realizing that two backseat pilots may be one too
many for one airplane, they
usually do not fly together.
Husband-wife flights are

satisfying way and the
relationships between the
characters at the final
moments are unclear.
Nevertheless, sensitive
performances by all three
principals and a generally
fine script make "Coming
Home" a quality movie.
UAO is showing "Corning

Home" Friday and Saturday
night in 210 Math-Sciences
Bldg. Admission is $1 with
University ID.

1 Simplicity an essential
Home
for Cabaret Theater

Also this weekend, UAO is
presenting a midnight
movie, "Fritz the Cat". This
is an X-rated cartoon about
the adventures of a longhaired college-dropout cat.

Although the animation in
the film is reportedly excellent, Walt Disney's gang
would no doubt disown the
terrible tabby.
"Fritz the Cat" will be
shown Friday and Saturday
nights at midnight in 210
Math-Sciences Bldg. Admission is $1 with University
ID

'Who are You'reyeals stability
Review by
MicheUe McCullough
Despite the increasingly steady contributions of John Entwhistle regardless of
the fact that Roger Daltrey's voice makes a
Who song immediately recognizable even
though the empty space left by Keith Moon
will be practically impossible to fill...
A Who album is, in essence, a Pete
Towns he nd album.
As Pete Townshend albums, they display
an unmistakable devotion to rock and roll.
"Who Are You" is no exception to the string
of hard and steady, rough and ready and
affectionate albums Pete and the boys have
been putting out for years.
It does provide a new and interesting
twist, however.
Townshend is beginning to question why
he is so damn reliable. This in only fair
considering the sometimes strange directions his peers- -the Stones and Eric Clapton,
for instance-have taken in recent years. He
is, in fact, at war with himself over his
music.

"I WRITE THE same old song with a few
new lines" proclaims the ironically titled
"New Song." At the end of the same side
Daltrey's increasingly manic vocal keeps
coming up with the same solution to that
"Music Must Change."
If nothing else happens to Townshend's
attitude, at least we know he is aware of the
problem. To change or not to change, that is
the question.
The strange thing about the members of
the.Who is that they are not really stagnant
roAers. They are stabilized. To quote Greil
Marcus' Rolling Stone review: "This is by
no means a great record...it's a strangely
confident one."
The children of the 1960's may shake their
heads in wonder at Jagger prancing at a
disco or at Dylan's ever-changing world
view, but it is their choice to change with the
titne. Pete Townshend stopped changing
long ago-he found rock Utopia with his
guitar. If you don't mind not going
anywhere, "Who Are You" is just the album
to accompany you.

Preview by
Judy Bajec

The scene is a stage with a moon, wall and
prop box. The characters are a boy, a girl
and their fathers.
It seems simple, but simplicity is
essential to the purpose of tonight's opening
Cabaret Dinner Theater Production. "The
Fantasticks."
First performed in 1960, "The Fantasticks", by Tom Jones and Harvey Schmidt, is American's longest running
theatrical production. The romantic
musical comedy has had more than 1,000
performances in all 50 states and 35 foreign
countries It has also won the Vernon Rice
Award for "Outstanding Contribution to the
Off-Broadway Theatre''
Why is "The Fantasticks" so successful?
The audience is able to relax and enjoy the
music because it is so universal that it
strikes an emotional chord in everyone,
according to Cabaret Director Sara GabelKrauch.
"WE WANT to keep the action a
theatrical experince rather than a
representation of life," she added
The characters can be anyone in the
audience-not a particular individual as in

Student
E ducation

IT'S THE

She had been an Air Force
nurse when she and Engel
were married in 1973. When
flight training was opened to
women. Connie signed up.

Campus
Movies!

Association
115 Educ. Bldg.

Dr. Mayers- assf Superintendent of BG City Schools
Dr. Don Morrson- Jr. High Principal
Mrs. Pat McGinnis- Conneaut Principal

THE TOWN

Elections

r

Taco Pizza. Tjie neyves\
taste sensation nowiuom
at Pizza Inn.
Looks I

a pizza, tastes like a taco.
Try one today.

ATTENTION,
-,
STUDENTS! "^

The BG-News, in cooperation with the BGSU Athletic
Department, is sponsoring a "Student Appreciation Day"
football contest. Here's how it works:
Tht N.». will run tn enlty coupon the Friday before
loolD.ll gam*

Wvc»iKaf««llnc V
yoUVe gonna like IM. ±,p

Open Monday through Thursday 11:00 a.m. to Midnight
Friday and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to 1:30 a.m., and Sunday 12:00 p.m. to Midnight

a

Slide Presentation

ENTER THE BG NEWS
"STUDENT APPRECIATION DAY"V
FOOTBALL CONTEST!
' t

Pizza JbtuLit;
7:30 and 10:00
$1 with I.D.

National

Speakers:

TACO PIZZA

Friday and Saturday

BUT THE FATHERS, junior Mark Magill
and sophomore Jon Uleir. are not typical
blocking characters and add an element of
surprise for not only the boy and girl, but
also for the audience.
Richard Wittenmyer, former University
student, bellows out "Try to Remember" as
El Callow, a miser who tries to close the
generation gap and becomes too deeply
involved.
This two-act musical becomes a mixture
of comedy and tragedy with the appearance
of Henry, played by senior Dave Edler;
Mortimer, senior Heal Seabert; and the
mute, graduate Margaret Liston.
"Try to Remember" to make your
reservations now for "The Fantasticks" at
the Holiday Inn. 352-5211. Tickets are $5 for
adults and $3.50 for University students with
IDs
"The Fantasticks" also will run Oct. 14.
20-21.27-28. Nov. 3-4 and 10-11.

Oct. 15 7:30 p.m.

limited to instrument
practice or improving
training skills.
Connie graduated from
flight school in September,
one of 10 women Air Force
pilots. The Air Force still
will not permit women in
combat.

most plays The set is simply designed
because the intentions of each character are
more important than the surrounding environment.
The boy, played by senior Gary Schrickel,
and the girl, junior Holly Hibscher, fall
hopelessly in love, only to be kept distant by
a wall their fathers built

&eG&

ich BGSU Horn

Student should clip the coupon .nd dopoilt In epeclal contain*, located
In.ld. Iho indium on game day (Ona coupon per gams, piaaaa' BGSU
Itudenleonlyf)
30 lucky wlnnara will bo drawn at lha Ohio university g.ma on No. it. and
announced onr in. PA. ay.tem Student, ahould claim their prlies at the
geme by ahowlng their 10 card.. You nun be pieeent to »ln!

fliPI
Midnight Movie
FRITZ THE CAT
Friday and Saturday
Rated X
$1 with I.D.
Proof of Age Required

TONIGHT
POLKA DANCE
OCTOBER FEST
FIRST BIG PARTY OF THE YEAR

UNION BALLROOM
Dance Music By

HAROLD MITAS
Brass with the Mitas Touch
German Food'
Barrels of Beverages
Music Starts At 8 P.M.
Student Admission $3

FREE MUGS AT
PONDEROSA
WHEN YOU BUYONE OF OUR SELECTED DINNERS.

For every T-Bone, Steak & Shrimp
Shrimp or Super Sirloin dinner
you buy, you'll receive a handsome glass mug,
free. These mugs
are made by
Libbey glass
and hold 12 oz.
of your favorite
beverage. The
mugs, which
normally retail for more
than $1.00,
will be available all day,
every day
beginning
Sept. 22 while
supplies last.
Details available at participating steak
houses. So come
in and get a mug. And start
your collection.

Pictured above are some of our 30 great prizes,
donated by area merchants!

Additional prizes

will be announced on Oct. 27.
• 1978 MOPED BIKE
(Oithop Motors)

• AM/FM CLOCK RADIO
(J.C. Penny)

CROSS COUNTRY SKIS • STEREO EQUIPMENT
(D-J Shirt Shack)
(Sound Associates)

• «50 GIFT CERTIFICATE
(LaSalla's)
• STEREO ALBUMS
(The Source)
(Finders Records)

BE SURE TO ENTER AT TOMORROW'S KENT STATE GAME!
BQ-NEWS -STUDENT APPRECIATION DAYFOOTBALL CONTEST
|

Name

I

BO Address
Home Addieaa
CU«.

TRYOUR NEW; IMPROVED SALAD BAR.
E. Wooster St.
[Across from Parry Stadium]

/

- (Clip and depo.lt In contaimers looted In.lde the
* stadium gate. ■ • wait nd. only)
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ABORTION
TOLL FREE

Your
UnilM Way
Ptadgo Works
For All of Ul

i^S^RM
Market
|
Campus
calendar
V8pp ucioDer i^-15
k

9 a.m.-10 p.m.

1 -800-438-8039
^^o-^cr~&^<r-4r~-tr-xr^er--<r-xr-^r-

Phi Mu's,
Grab your dates and
don't be late
for in one day
the Phi Mu Flamur
will be underway

^\T

9?.t?^®r..l'i'.l

5

9*
FREE ADMISSION
^Saturday and Sunday 9-6

I

Wood County Fairgrounds
Jr. Fair Building
»»»»»♦»»#»♦»*»»»»»*#»»•»»»»»»♦»»»»»»»»♦»»

Myles Pizza Pub
Live music
Friday & Saturday night
featuring

Get psyched
for tomorrow night!

Tom Scott &Tim Darnell

M^^M^^M^H^tl^-^M^K^K^W^M^M^M^tatf

After We Sell Our One Millionth Pizza You Can . . .

WIN A FREE
COLOR TV
19" General Electric Portable

...^..r..,^,!*
event,
Campus Calendar is aa dai.vl.stin*
daily listing of
of campus
campus events
(meetings, lectures and entertainment) provided as a
service to readers Unless otherwise noted, all events are
free and open. Campus Calendar forms are available at
the News office. 106 University Hall, 372-2003 There is no
charge for submitting listings to the section.
FRIDAY
Lectures and Classes
Geology Brown Bag, 12:30 p.m., 070 Overman Hall.
Lawyer Margaret Kitchen will speak.
Finanicial Reporting Seminar, 1:30 p.m., 117 Business
Administration Building. Dr. G.G. Meredith, University
of New England. Australia, will speak.
Entertainment
Student Swim, 6:30-10 p.m.. Natatorium. Admission 25
cents. Suit rental 10 cents.
UAO Campus Movie, 7:30 and 10 p.m., 210 Math-Sciences.
"Coming Home," starring Jane Fonda and Jon Voight.
Admission SI with BGSU ID
BG-TV 7, 7:30 p.m., on closed circuit campus television.
"Week to Week on Seven." a campus-produced news
magazine will be shown.
Octoberfest, 8 p.m., Grand Ballroom, Union. The Harold
Mi las Band will perform. Admission $3. $2 for students. To
benefit the Mathematics Scholarship Fund.
UAO Campus Movie, Midnight, 210 Math-Sciences. "Fritz
the Cat" will be shown. Admission $1 with BGSU ID.
SATURDAY
Meetings
African People's Association, 5-7 p.m., Taft Room, Union.
Entertainment

UAO
and 10
UAO Campus
Campus Movie,
Movie. 7:30
7:30.nd
.Opp.m., 210 Math-Sciences.
Coming Home." Admission $1 with BGSU ID.
UAO Campus Movie, Midnight, 210 Math-Sciences "Fritz
the Cat." Admission $1 with BGSU ID.
SUNDAY
Meetings
Charts Community,9:30a.m, Prout Chapel.
Active Christians Today, 10:30 am. Dogwood Suite,
Union.
Shabbat Services, 6:30 p.m., Prout Chapel. Sponsored by
the Jewish Students Group.
Student National Education Association, 7:30 p.m., 115
Education.
Entertainment
Student Swim, 1-3:30 p.m., Natatorium. Admission 25
cents. Suit rental 10 cents.
Public Skating, 3:30-5:30 p.m., Ice Arena. Admission $1.25
with BGSU ID. Skate rental 50 cents.
Open Swim, 3:30-6 p.m., Natatorium. Admission 35 cents,
under 18,25 cents. Suit rental 10 cents.
Agatha Christie Film Festival, 7 p.m., Gish Theater,
Hanna. "Murder at the Gallop," starring Margaret
Rutherford.
Public Skating, 8-10 p.m., Ice Arena Admission $1.25 with
BGSU ID. Skate rental 50cents
MONDAY
Entertainment
Poetry Reading, 9:15 p.m.. Commuter Center, Mosley
Hall. Carol J. Pierman will read. Sponsored by the
Commuter Center.

by Garry Trudeau
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AMEAJCAN NEGOTIATOR, IN
YOUR OWN UXBS, DESCRIBE THE
; MOOD AS DAI THIRTEEN BROKE
AT CAMP DAVID. ITUKONE
' OF UNCERTAINTY, WAS IT
S
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THAT'S men ROLAND EVEN
AFTER THE CLIMACTIC SADATCARTER MEETING IN ASPEN
LODGE, THE SUCCESS OF THE
SUMMITUK STUIN DOUBT- ...

AS SADAT DJAStfAWti HIS
CABIN. HE BUMPED mo me
ISMCU POME MINISTER
AND
OFflRmb HIS HAND. HE
BEGIN
SMIIED AND SAID. "LET REPHCD'
US BEGIN BEGIN'
/

|,TltfV
WERE NOT
OUT OF THE
WOODS YET'
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• 2nd Prize: A Pizza Party For 20 People.
• 20-3rd Prizes: Any 16" Pizza of Your Choice.

Contest Rules
1

All entries MUST be handwnll«n

2 Employees of PtsoneMo % ore not eligible
3 No purchase necessory
4 'Jso entry form or plan piece ol popor and
hond write your name address and phone
Give to a Pisonello * driver moil o* drop m
container at 203 N Mom BG
5 Winner need not be present to wm
6 Winners will be drawn alte' we sell our one
millionth pmaof on November I 1978

Pisanello's Pizza Entry Form

«£

*UTJ AND WITH THE RESTOR
* i JW ATKN OF me SINAI
<t CAMe THE RETURN OF
VITAL OIL FIELDS IN ECONOMIC TERMS, IT WAS A ..
SIGNIFICANT CONCESSONi.. \

I Name
I
Apt.

J Address

-.'"&«' REMEMBER, LANGUAGE UK
3 REAU1 THE KEY TO THE
' NUOTIAWNS. EACH sine
HAD ITS OWN TERMINOLOGY
FOR DESCmiN6 A GIVEN
.
GEOPOLITICAL SITUATION \

FOR INSTANCE. MU
SADAT KEPT REFER
RING TO THE WEST
BANK AS AN'IN
ADMISSIBLY0COIPieO TERRITORY"

m

•:y;

AND MR
BE6INT

^?.

■•-.-•

BB6IN CALU9
IT 'THE LANP
OF Mil K AND
HONEY"

DAIRY PRO DUCTS' THAT'S
A NEW TWIST,
ISN'T IT*

/

1 City _
I Phone
J • Moil • Give to p'uxa driwor
~N
J • Bring to 203 N. Moin
f-J3B0nc}llo'S
I Bowling Green. O. 43402 MZZCV

NOW OVER 14 YEARS IN B.G., OVER 990,000 PIZZAS SOLD!

Ph. 352-5166
LOST I FOUND
Lost 18 k gold ring with light
blue stones. Sentimental Value.
Reward offered CALL Gall 26581
Found blk. 8 Wht cat in front of
NE Commons. 372-5740.

203 North Main, Bowling Cr«on
TM

A pizza never had it so good.

FRIDAY

The 13th SALE

Find it
in the
Classifieds

25% OFF
ON ALL
SELECTED
TEE-SHIRTS

BEE GEE BOOKSTORE
1424 E. WOOSTER

353-2252

SERVICES OFFERED

Alpha Delta Pi sorority Is Interviewing
for
houseboy

Babysitting at my home. 352
3153 before 1:30 or after 6.

positions. Call 372-2840.

pizza party
352 5166 for

Applications for Omicron Delta
Kappa are due on Friday. Oct.
13 In 405 Student Activities
Office. Student Serv. Bldg

Pregnancy
Aid
A
Understanding EMPA. 267-4679 A

Kd's Tonile's the nite. Get
psyched for the Sig Ep-KD Tea.

Pitonello's
has
discounts
CALL
details.

352-1488.
House A Fall Cleaning by WE
FOUR HOUSEWIVES CLN. SERV
Today's working person does
not want to work all week A
then another 4-8 hrs. doing
household chores, that person
deserves
to
be
free
on
weekends. For details: 1-2552421.

Mat A Pom. congratulations on
your engagement you are two
of our dearest friends A we
couldn't be happier. May God
Bless You both as you go
through life together. All our
love. Tim A Bobs.
Chi
Thetos-T hanks for
the
fontastic time at the Sdrowkcob
oet. We hod toads of fun. The XI
Alphot.
Good job Teke's on Fall Rush.
The spirit is alive with our 18
pledges. And to you associate
members,
I
extend
by
congratulations A the challenge
to build something great even
greater. Good Luck) Pietch.
To the Goo Phoo Boos, once
again we TEKE's thank you for
helping us with Rush. Your
efforts aided us In the most
successful Rush in Zeto-Lambdo
history. Good luck in the upcoming year. Love, the Brothers
of TAU Kappa Epsilon

or come in to
lOt University
Holl

John-Thanks for helping our fall
rush be a success. You guys are
great! The Sisters of Delta
Gamma.
SNEA meeting 7:30 pm. Oct. 15
in IISEduc.

Peglet. hove a HAPPY SIR
THDAY! From the Mayflower A
your G.D.I, roommates.

Use the
BGNEWS
Classifieds II
Coll 372-2003

Joe. Reid, John. Steve. Eric,
Tom. Mark. Tim. Ron, Vic A

SR-*I II calculator in McDonald
quad Rm. 69 on 10-5-78. call
352 5469.

PERSONALS

20% OFF
ON ALL
PAPERBACKS!

Secret Four will be at Goo Phoo
Boo will you??

Don't miss Octoberfest. The first
big party of the yeor. TONIGHT
In the Union.
Be o member of the best little
sis program on campus. Rush
Sigma
Phi
Epsilon
Golden
Hearts
Tues. Oct. 17. 8:0010:00.
The Little Sisters of ATO wont to
congratulate their new Active
Brothers. Jack Hollister. Darrell
Schneider. Kevin K lemon A
Greg Weber.

Hey Runners! Fun Runs ore
Here! Every Sat.. 10:00 am.
Start at 5 S Bldg. 5 courses, 15
mi. Timers ovoilable.
ladies of Bowling Green-Tonlte
is Friday the 13th. The Night of
the Sigma Chi Blind Date-Date
Party, a definite good time for
all!!!
Two more days until the Wood
Lane Rood Rally. For more
information coll 352-5115 8am4:30pm.
Hazel.
welcome
to
35.
Tomorrow's your day sweetie I
Love. Sobnna, Kelly A Chris.
Free premimum gifts coming
soon to Kirk's Coin Laundry. 709
S. Moin.
TOGA' TOGAI TOGA! TOGA!
Hey Chl-O's, get ready for an
animal house full of partying
Friday nlghtl TheSAE's.
TAW Sound Co. will provide
professional sound system for
any size or type party. Call now
for Fall Dotes. Scott 352-8320.
Come to Rodgers 1st floor West
HALL PARTY on LUCKY FRIDAY
THE 13th (YES, THIS FRIDAYI11)
lots of BEER, lots of good times.
Starts ot 9:00.
Congrats to Marcla A Jim on
your
DZ-SN
pinning.
The
pledges A actives are really
happy for our pledge trainer.
Love, theDZ's.
Buv
A
Beev-Remember-No
Buvuking until Oct. 21st. Love.
D.J.
The Brothers of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon would like to thank the
Phi Mu's for their help with our
Rush! Thanks to you our Pledge
Clou Grew o few morel
ALPHA PHI'S: Get psyched for
the tea-shirt tea. Love, the
KAPPA SIGS.
KAPPA SIGMA BROTHERS get
you dates for Homecoming. It's
only two weeks away.

Get your toga together for the
Pi Kapp's All Campus Tog, Oct.
19. Do os the Romans do and
TOGA, TOGA. TOGA!!!
Congratulations Kim Brenner on
making the tennis team. Good
Luck. Love. Your Phi Mu Sisters
Phi Mu's ore psyched for the foil
f lamer ot Oak Openings lodge.
Hey Lady Stickers, Moke the
game Saturday o great One!
Since it's the only home gome,
give your fans o gome worth
seeing. We'll be watching!
Today is Jose' Day! M. Cuervo
will speak today at 3:30 p.m.
Alpha Sigs get psychedl!!
HEY. ALPHA PHIS! LISTEN UP.
PLEASE! SHOUT! SING! CLAP!
FRIDAY IS OUR BIG DAY! LET'S
SHOW OUR INTERNATL. PRES.
THAT TRUE
PHI'' SPIRIT-THE
BETA OMICRON WAY!
Billy Joel's new
dors...only 54.99.

LP

at

Fin-

2 F. to share house for Wtr. A
Spr. Qtrs. 1 blk. from campus at
210 N. Enterprise. Reasonable
rent. 352-4215.
Need home for dog, pt. Cocker.
11 Mo. old. Housebroken, shots
complete, good watch dog. 3722272 before 5, ask for Dr.

Full or pt. time lost shift cooks A
full A pt. cooks A waitresses 3rd
shift. Apply in person. Frisch Big
Boy. 1540 E Wooster
STUDENT TYPING-MUST HAVE
GOOD TYPING SKILLS. ABOVE
3.0 GRADE AVERAGE. SOME
FOREIGN
LANGUAGE
TRAINING
TYPING
TESTED. JOB PAYS

WILL BE
$2.40 HR

PREFERS
UNDERCLASSMAN.CALl STUDENT
EMPLOY. OFFICE. 372 0252.
NEEDED:
Food
production,
skills,
shelter,
education,
community, love, justice, Jesus
Christ.
DIVINE
WORD
MISSIONARIES,
as
Catholic
Priests and Brothers, fill these
needs in the USA and 36 other
countries. Are you 17 to 30?
Could this challenge interest
you? Write: DIVINE WORD
MISSIONAIRES,
c-o
Brother
Andre. SVD. Perrysburg. OH
43551.

FOR SALE
New A Used Records for sole.
Send for list or stop by 1030 E.
Wooster St. 352-3350.
Dokorder IT 20 Reel to Reel tope
Recorder. S.O.S.. S.W.S.. Echo.
S.7.10 Inch reels 5350. 352-2350.

Hodley.
1 M. rmmte. needed Wtr. A Spr.
Qtrs. Across from campus. 3541994.

HUP WANTED
Business mofor or MBA student
wanted for pt.
time sales
management
position.
3523538.
Newspaper od sales. Findlay.
TiHin, Fremont, Fostorio A BG.
High commission. Full or pt.
time Excell. opportunity with
growing company. 352-3530.
Live-In babysitter In exchange
for room A board. 833-3141
Babysitter needed. Oct. 24-30.
352-0788.
DRUMMER
NEEDED.
Imrned.
opening for exp. drummer with
own drums. Must be oble to
work any night. Apply In
person: Dixie-Elec Co. 25481
Rt. 25. Perrysburg.
Pisonellos' hiring waitresses A
kitchen help. Apply 203 N. Main
after 4pm.
Pisanello's needs drivers. Own
car not necessary. Apply 203 N.
Moin after 4pm.
Waitresses 1st A 3rd shift.
Cooks, 3rd shift. Apply in
person ot Dutch Pantry. 1720 E.

Wooster.
F. wonts to start or join bond.
Coll 372-3921.

1974 Pinto. 2-dr. auto. Very
good cond. No rust. $1100 or
best offer. 352-1496.
1975 Toyota Corolla Wogon.
Excell. cond. Air. AM-FM 4spd, rodial. Call 352-4743 after
5pm.
1975 Yamaha RD 350B. New
engine-custom paint. Must sell.
372-5149. osk for Steve.
73 Mercury Comet. 38.000 ml.
Excell. cond. 372-5140.
1977 Honda Civic. 4-spd. 19,000
mi Exceptional cond. Coll 3523244.
1960 Austin Healy. Bug-eye
Sprite. Good cond. Ron, 3536751. alter 6pm
AM-FM stereo receiver with 8
trock
player-recorder.
Must
sell. 352-0674.
1975 Cutlass Supreme. Excell
cond. 354-1196offer 7pm.
Pioneer cor 8 trock, 4 watts A 2
Jensen 20 co-axial speakers. 6
mo. old. 352-7081 after 5:30.
Technique stereo receiver. 38
wotts. mint cond. 352-7081 after
5:30.
Large men's Peugeot 10-spd.
Blue. $125 or offer. 353-1585

eves.
FOR BENT
1 bedrm. unfurn. apt.. $185 mo
All utll. pd. except, elec 3524380 in a.m.
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Hermann an OSU concern

Volleyballers ready
By BUI Paul
AlsUUnt SporU Editor
The ability to combine physical
readiness and a positive psychological
attitude will play an important role in the
women volleyball team's success at the
two-day Mid-American Invitational at
Miami beginning tomorrow.
The Falcons rebounded from a
disasterous weekend at Cleveland State
with a 15-0,15-17,15-7 victory over Baldwin
Wallace and a 15-10, 15-3 triumph over
Cedarville Tuesday night, but the competition this weekend will be much
stronger, according to Coach Pat Peterson
"I LIKE TO SCHEDULE some games
against less stronger opponents because it
gives the bench people a chance to get
some time in. It's important to the the
development of a program." she said.
"But this weekend I would have to say Ball
State, Miami, Central Michigan and us will
all be strong. Any one of the four teams
could come out of it a winner."
Peterson thought her team was well
prepared for the quad-match against
Cleveland State. Ohio Stale, and Ashland
last weekend, but lost the two opening

matches before defeating Ashland in the
finale The coach attributed the two
defeats to an intangible psychological
problem
"I could sort of sense that something
was missing when we took the court,"
Peterson said. "Superficially, they
seemed excited but the enthusiasm just
wasn't there. It's like pulling teeth. When
it's that late it's hard to do anything about
it."
WITH THE STRONG competition the
MAC rivals are expected to provide,
Peterson said she expects a trunabout this
weekend.
"We had a hard practice Monday night
and they really shaped up and looked good.
I'm sure we'll be up for this weekend.
Basically, I think we know what we have to
do. We've had good court movement in
practice and we have been playing well at
the net and I'm encouraged by that."
Seven teams accepted the invitation to
compete at Oxford. BG will face Ball State
and Toledo tomorrow then partake in a
single-elimination action on Saturday.
In addition to being mentally ready.
Peterson said the Falcons will have to
execute offensively.

ALL CAMPUS
BEER BLAST

Boilermaker passers.
Purdue Coach Jim Young, who depended almost
entirely on Hermann's arm for offense last year,
now has the conference's top two rushers in John
Macon and Russel Pope. While the defense stands
eighth nationally in total yardage allowed and
seventh in protecting against the score, the
Boilermkers have had difficulty themselves in
moving the ball into the end zone.
"OFFENSIVELY, we've been able to control
the ball, but we're not pleased with our short
yardage offense or when we get it close to the goal
line," said Young, who played for Hayes at Ohio
State. "In short yardage situations we haven't
converted. It's usually an individual breakdown.
Also, we're not an overpowering physical team, so
when we get in physical situations we have a hard
time."

That could neutralize the Purdue advantage in
the passing game, since Ohio State's rushing offense and defense are strong as usual.
"Everything about them is the same." Young
said."except teams have been able to pass on
them with more success, particularly the last two
games."
In those two outings, Blaylor's Steve Smith hit 17
of 34 passes for 249 yards and three touchdowns in
a 34-28 loss to the Buckeyes, and Southern
Methodist's Mike Ford completed an amazing 36
of 57 attempts for 341 yards and one touchdown in
a 35-35 tie.
HAYES. WHO intends to keep freshman Art
Schlichter at quarterback despite 13 interceptions
in a 2-1-1 start, said he is pleased with the overall
Buckeye offense.

BG hoofers vie to stay unbeaten
By Dave Lewandowtki
SUff Reporter
'i

Ball State will be trying to knock Bowling
Green's soccer team from the ranks of the unbeaten when the Cardinals come to town
tomorrow for a 2 p.m. game on the soccer field
west of the stadium.
After Wednesday's 2-1 squeaker over Ohio State
the Falcons raised their record to 5-0 on the year.
The Ball State press release has the Cardinals

with a 2-1 log with games against Wright State and
Saint Francis not reported.
BSU and BG have faced one common foe this
year in Miami. The Cardinals shutout Miami 2-0
while BG downed the Redskins 3-2 in a come-frombehindgame.
BG COACH GARY PALMISANO said the
Cardinals have good speed on their front line and
play a combination build game with the use of the
long ball.

The leading scorer for BSU is Milorad Stojic
with five goals and one assist in the three games
reported. One of those games was a 14-2 trouncing
of Toledo. Greg Ruark is next in goal production
for BSU with four goals and one assist.
Last season the Falcons shutout BSU 1-0 in the
last game of the season
Dennis Mepham leads the Falcons in scoring
with four goals and four assists in the five BG
games. He needs two assists to tie the BG record
of six set by former assistant coach Chris Bartels.

Mo\antaineering#3.

Friday, October 13^ 8-12
Northeast Commons
All Proceeds go to
American Cancer Fund

Come Toast A Few!
Sponsored by

WEST LAFAYETTE, IND. (AP)- Ohio State's
pass defenders, admittedly "discouraged and
bewildered" by a dismal showing so far, could be
in for more trouble Saturday against Purdue's
versatile Mark Herrmann.
"They are doing the best they know how."
Buckeye Coach Woody Hayes said of his young
defense that has yielded 912 yards and five
touchdowns through the air in four games
"They're not going to quit. We'll have to go with
them because we just don't have anybody else to
go with."
HERRMANN, a 6-foot 5 sophomore who led the
Big Ten in passing last year, hit on 16 of 21 attempts for 188 yards against Wake Forest a week
ago, and he already stands fifth, with 3,110 career
yards, behind Mike Phipps, Bob Griese. Len
Dawson and Dale Samuels among the all-time
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HAYRIDES and
PARTY FACILITIES

Mountaineering, as all but the chronically misinformed know, is the skill, the
science and the art of drinking Busch Beer. It begins by heading for the mountains
(i.e., a quick jaunt to your favorite package emporium or
wateringhole) and ends by downing the mountains (i.e..,
slow slaking swallows of the brew that is Busch).
cfl However, between those two points lies a vast area
of personal peccadilloes sometimes called technique
and sometimes called methodology (depending on
your major). Hence, this ad. "31 Sipping vs. chugging.
Both have their merits, of course But generally speaking, except for cases of extreme thirst or a leaking
glass, sipping is the more prudent practice for serious.
sustained mountaineering. <& Next.
the proper position. Some
Sipping vs. chntf.ing'
swear by sitting; others by
standing. Suffice it to say that the most successful
mountaineers are flexible, so you'll find
both sitters and standers.
(Except on New Year's Eve.
when it's almost impossible
to find a sitter.) 1 Which
brings us to additives. Occasionally a neophyte will
sprinkle salt in his Busch:
others mix in tomato juice;
.and a few on the radical
fringe will even add egg.
While these manipulations
can't be prohibited (this is, after all, a free country), they are
frowned upon. Please be advised that purity is a virtue, and the
natural refreshment of Busch is best uncompromisecL
CR. Finally there's the issue of containers. Good taste dictates a
glass be used But bad planning sometimes prevents that. If you
find yourself forced to drink from the can, you should minimize
this breach of etiquette. Be formal. Simply let your little finger
stick out stiffly (see Fig. 4). Happy Mountaineering!

Trail Riding (150 acres)
Lessons
(BGSU credit or noncredit)
For Further Information Call
655-2193 (Local Call)

Don't Just reach for a beer.

BUSCH
t»nh»ut»r-8u«cl> lie

Si l«M Mo
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Head for the mountains.
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Falcons-Flashes clash
By Pat Hyland
Assistant Sports Editor

They're really physical and they 're going to challenge us."

Regardless of the outcome of this week's BG-Kent State
football game, coach Denny Stolz is content to be back at
Doyt L. Perry Stadium.
"You're damn right we're glad to be home," the Falcon
mentor said. "We have what may be the worst schedule ever
created by man over the last two years. It's always good to
get back home."
Bowling Green moves into the sixth week of competition
leading the Mid-American Conference (MAC) in total offense
(520.8 yards per game), passing offense (240.6). and scoring
(37 points per game).

Newsphoto by Dave Ryan

TACKLE OF MERRIT-Bowllng Green strong safety Joe Merrit brings down a Toledo ball carrier In
action last Saturday night at the Class Bowl.

BUT KENT'S Flashes have been known to disprove
statistics with an aggressive, physical defense. It was that
unit that held Jerome Persell, the nation's leading ground
gainer, to under 100 yards last weekend.
"We have a lot of respect for Kent's defense," said Stolz.
"It will be the first 4-3 defense we have faced that really has
some people behind it. It will be a challenge to see if we can
block not only a tough defense, but some tough people as
well."
Mike Zele, Kent's 6-3, 235-pound defensive tackle was last
week's MAC defensive player of the week for his performance against Western Michigan. The Euclid, Ohio native
is third in the league in tackles with 59 solos and 28 assists.
"Zele is probably the best," said Stolz of the Kent personnel. "But they've got a lot of fine players on that defense.

WHILE BOWLING Green's offense boasts top league
statistics, Kent has been troubled with their ball movement
throughout the season.
"We've had a lot of problems with our offense," Kent's
head coach Ron Blackledge said. "We had little experience in
the backfield at the start and then we were hit with two injuries. That put us behind the eight ball right off the bat.
"Last week was probably an all-time low," he continued.
"We thought we were coming around two weeks ago against
Ohio University, but then we had problems last week."
"WE'RE ALL very much aware of what a great offensive
team BG is," he said. "It's something we've got to make our
men aware of and rise to the occasion. They've got four or
five excellently skilled people so you can't really key on
anyone.
"But our defense has always been noted to be good," he
explained. "They take a lot of pride in that they are a good
defense. And I think that's the best thing they've got going is
their individual pride and team pride."
According to Stolz, the Falcon's offensive showing last
week in Toledo was due in large part to the play of the offensive line.
"Those five guys up front never let anyone touch Wright,"
he praised. "God, they have played well. From an offensive
line technique standpoint, Coach Butler (offensive line coach
Charlie Butler) is a technician. And he's really, getting
results."

Football Forecast: Pittsburgh over Irish, Falcons to rout Kent
Just like the coach who schedules a few softies to rack up a
few easy wins with, or to pad the averages with, the Football
Forecast panel found the going much to their liking last
week
No less than three forecasters had perfect weeks, with a
bevy of 9-1's and 8-2's also registered by the panel members,
who now boost an impressive looking overall record.
Sports Editor Steve Sadler. Entertainment Editor Marc
Hugunin and Assistant Sports Editor Bill Paul picked all ten
games correctly, and are bunched within three games of
each other in the overall standings.
Paul still holds the lead with a 26-4 record, while Dave
Lewandowski and Hugunin are two games back at 24-6.
Lewandowski came within an Indiana upset of Wisconsin of
picking all the winners. Unfortunately, nine members fell
when the Hoosiers lost their second straight lopsided contest.
Pat Hyland. who was tied for the lead last week, dropped
off the pace with a 7-3 mark and is now tied with Sadler at 237. three games behind the pacesetter
Roger Lowe, with a 8-2 mark, stands alone at 22-8 Doug

Barr posted his third consecutive 7-3 mark, but if the current
pace keeps up. that may not be good enough, as he found out
last week slipping to five games back at 21-9.
Cheryl Geschke and Jamie Pierman, who had her best
week with a 9-1 mark, are tied at 20-10, while Dan Firestone,
who finally broke above even, and Dave Ryan, who went 9-1
last week after a miserable start, are even at 18-12.
Delores Brim rebounded strongly after a disappointing 2-8
slate two weeks ago to pick eight of ten winner and move to
17-13. one game ahead of Paula Winslow and two ahead of
Terry Potosnak, who currently resides in the basement.
Terry will disagree last week's picks were easy, as she was
the only below par predicter with a 4-6 mark But Terry is on
the warpath this week, and a major rise in the standings is
her goal.
This weeks teaser's include the BG-Kent State game at the
stadium. Toledo's journey lo Western Michigan and a host of
other tough games, including Pittsburgh at Notre Dame.
Here's how the panel of 14 breaks down for each game:
KENT STATE AT BOWLING GREEN. Kent brings in a
"^*^"^*^"^«^H^«^»^l.
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IF YOU LIKE COOK'S]
YOU'LL LOVE PREMIUM j

PEARL
THE BIG BEER
FROM TEXAS
:njoy Some Today

powerful defense to match up against the nation's number
one offensive (statistically) team. But even the BG defense
shouldn't have a problem stopping the struggling Kent offense. Bowling Green, 14-0.
TOLEDO AT WESTERN MICHIGAN. No match here
Western still very much in the MAC title hunt, while the
Rockets are probably destined for a winless year. Western
Michigan. 14-a.
WASHINGTON AT STANFORD. Key PAC-10 game out
west. A loss here would probably prevent the Huskies from
getting a chance to defend its Rose Bowl Title. Winslow.
Geshcke, Potosnak, Hugunin, Pierman and Barr expect the
Cardinals to regulate the champs to chumps. Washington. 8-

«.
PITTSBURGH AT NOTRE DAME. Another big game at
South Bend. The Irish have lost two at home already, losing
three would have to be some kind of record, but surprisingly
enough, only Winslow, Potosnak, Hyland and Paul see ND
avoiding another slide. Pittsburgh, 10-4.
SMU AT BAYLOR. Both played Ohio State tough in past
two weeks. Baylor is the best 0-4 football team in America,
but everyone but Geschke and Ryan think the Bears will
remain winners only in the hardluck column. SMU. 12-2.

IOWA STATE AT MISSOURI. A real Big Eight battle
between two ranked teams. The air got taken out of the
Cyclones balloon last weekend when Nebraska shut them out,
and Missouri won a Cakewalk. As a result, only Sadler, Barr,
Ryan and Winslow expect ISU to rebound. Missouri, lt-4.
OHIO STATE AT PURDUE. The last time Ohio State lost
to anyone in the Big Ten besides Michigan, Denny Stolz was
the coach who did it, in 16-13 setback to Michigan State. The
Bucks defense against the passing game has been poor, and
Purdue has a hot shot passing quarterback, so Sadler, Brim,
Hyland, Lowe and Ryan think the Bucks are ripe for an
upset. Ohio State, S-5.
RICE AT TCU. The loser bowl. Avoiding finishing dead last
in the Southwest Conference is at stake here. Geschke, Ryan,
Brim and Pierman go with the Owls over the Horned Frogs,
whose only claim to fame is that Bob Lilly is an alumni. TCU,
IM.
YALE AT DARTMOUTH. An Ivy League rivalry here. It's
usually close when these two hook up. but only Lowe sees the
homefield advantage as a plus for the Big Green. Yale, 13-1.
MICHIGAN STATE AT MICHIGAN.
Except for
emotional support from Firestone and Ryan, they must
expect another loss, too. Michigan. 12-2.

^

Tomorrow At Perry Field!
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CATCH A FREE RIDE
TO SATURDAY'S GAME!

The 78 football Falcons invite you lo catch a free ride to the stadium! On Saturday
watch for our tractor-pulled wagons and climb aboard! Trips will run continuously
thru the campus and along Ridge Street, from 11:30 a.m. until 1:30 p.m.

WE'RE PUTTING THE

VS.

KENT STATE

Kickoff 1:30

Gates Open 12 Noon

TICKETS NOW ON SALE AT THE
MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE
(Open Today until 5 p.m.)
Student Gen. Admission (Advance Sale)
Student Gen. Admission (Gate Sale)
Adult Gen. Admission
Bench Reserved

$5.00

Chair Reserved

$1.50
$2.00
$4.00
$6.00

Tickets Also on Sale Saturday At The Stadium Gates

BACK IN BG FOOTBALL!

BE THERE

